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When looking through a collection of Buddha images of Burmese-origin from any given 
period, the Shan pieces are somehow easily recognizable. Yet systematic typological 
studies of distinctively Shan Buddhist art are still largely absent from the iconographic 
research: paralleling our slender knowledge of the particularity of Shan Theravada 
Buddhist practice.  
 
Due in part to arguably chauvinistic aspects of Myanmar’s admirable commitment to 
cultural conservation, Shan art and Shan religion are clearly de-prioritized now in 
defining and protecting the “national patrimony”. Thus, Shan artifacts appear to figure 
disproportionately large within the contemptible international trade in prima facie stolen 
religious artwork: as evidenced from the antiquary markets in Bangkok, Chiang Mai, 
Hong Kong and Singapore; and from the advertisements in the Asian art collectors’ 
magazines. Indeed, such a de-contextualizing of Shan art is precisely a component of a 
“Heritage in Danger”. 
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The two parts of my presentation for  the SOAS Shan conference would be:  
 
•  a very preliminary iconographic comparison of Shan and non-Shan Buddha images in 
the Burma Art Collection of Northern Illinois University, in De Kalb Illinois, USA 
(which, of course, is predominantly Burman); and also the collections of the “Lane 
Xang” Buddhas in the Ho Phrakeo and Vat Sisaket museums in Vientiane, which are 
predominantly Lao and Lanna in origin, and presumably hold greater commonality with 
the Shan traditions. 
 
• an eyeball survey —backed where possible by photography— of recognizably Shan, or 
assertedly Shan artifacts presently or recently on sale to an international clientele, e.g., at 
the River City emporium, or advertised in such reputable journals  as Orientations and 
Arts of Asia. 
 
I. Shan Buddha Images at NIU and their links with the neighboring countries 
 
In considering their provenance, knowing they had been bought in Thailand after the 
coup d’État by Ne Win in 1962, I questioned if the comparison with dated Buddha 
images in quite the same style from the two former kingdoms Lan Na and Lan Xang, 
which were both under Burmese “patronage” between 1550 and 1772, could prove more 
informative as to how to better define Shan art. 
 
For Northern Thailand the previous studies undertaken by Griswold2 and more recently 
by Woodward3, Fickle4 and Stratton5, give us a wide range of new information regarding 
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Buddhist sculpture of which the provenance was the present Northern Thailand. But we 
do not yet have quite the same breadth of knowledge from the former kingdom of Lan 
Xang in Laos, apart from the study by Gagneux6 of Lao epigraphy, published in part by 
Giteau7, and Giteau’s own study of the collection of the Ho Phra Keo Museum in 
Vientiane. The information is still very limited and but various projects presently 
underway should in the near future better instruct us how to relate these collections to the 
larger area.  
 
One of the common factors amongst Burmese Shan seated Buddha images and also Lan 
Na and Lan Xang seated Buddha images is the maravijaya posture. Indeed, this is the 
most prevalent posture in mainland  Southeast Asian Buddhist iconography, where the 
seated Buddha extends his right hand towards the Earth Goddess to call her to witness. 
But if we more carefully look the seated Buddhas from Lan Na and Lan Xang the 
majority of the statues —the earlier examples in bronze and later in wood or in lacquer— 
the asana displayed is ordinarily virasana, with the exception of examples of the so-called 
“Singhalese” or Phra Singh type, which are in padmasana. more often associated with the 
dhyanamudra. This “full lotus” position —where the two soles of the feet are both 
visible— is also the one found on the majority of seated Buddha images from the Shan 
States.  
 
This tends to be confirmed by the NIU Burma Art Collection’s Buddha image (BC 
86.01.07.00, dated by inscription equivalent to 1885) which is the only one with an 
inscription in yuan and is indeed in virasana. The others, inscribed in khun, are in 
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padmasana. As noticed by Finot8 and more recently by Pelletier9, yuan script is indicative 
of the Chieng Mai and Chieng Rai region, although it is affiliated with the tham (in Laos) 
the Lu (in Sipsong Panna), the Khun (in Shan States). 
 
Finot also notes that the first Shan inscriptions found in Laos date from 1550 and 156010.  
This date coincides with the beginning of the extension of the Burmese Empire, which 
for over two centuries would assert its authority over Lan Na, and episodically, over Lan 
Xang. 
 
So we can assume the religious exchange between Lan Xang and Shan States via Lan Na 
were existing and we know from the account left by Van Wuysthoff, a Dutchman serving 
as a VOC agent who visited Vientiane in 1641, that the Lan Xang Kingdom was 
flourishing at that time11.  
 
Amongst the limited number of dated Shan pieces (seven) in the NIU Collection, I found 
especially interesting two of the dry lacquer Buddhas, of which the hair is made of 
lacquer. Lacquer hair of a similar technique and style was commonly applied to the heads 
of Lao bronze Buddha images dating as early as the 15th century and was still very 
popular as late as the 18th century.12 
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 Ideally, a more ambitious study could be pursued in comparing a much larger number of 
dated Buddha images, along the lines of the research by Professor Than Tun13 from 
Pindaya cave in the western part of Shan States. We’d like also to see a future major 
survey of inscribed Buddha images found in the 22 monasteries of Kengtun, Shan State. 
 
II. Shan Art on the market 
 
Compared to the extensive investigations on Lan Na culture over the last decades, very 
little work has been done on Shan culture, for which we need to be particularly 
appreciative of those who have taken it on.14 
 
Yet, while the iconographic knowledge of Shan Buddha images is sparse, Shan artifacts 
appear to figure disproportionately large within the contemptible international trade in 
prima facie stolen religious artwork: as evidenced from the antiquary markets in 
Bangkok, Chiang Mai, Hong Kong and Singapore; and from the advertisements in the 
Asian art collectors’ magazines. Indeed, such a de-contextualizing of Shan art is precisely 
a component of a “Heritage in Danger”. 
 
See, for example, this extract from the website of a well-known dealer: 
 
 “Our offerings come from private collectors, from museum de-accessions, and from our 
travels in the remote areas of Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Viet Nam, and Nepal. But our 
chief source is Thailand, the Asian capital for antique art. 
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“We never deal in stolen antiques or looted antiquities, and salaried, adult craftsmen 
make our new pieces. Each member of our consortium has its own network, which vastly 
extends Azibaza's reach. If you want something not on display, ask us for it: our networks 
will in all likelihood be able to uncover it for you.”15 
 
This brazen website also claims that its proprietor is “officially” present (whatever that 
may mean) in Asia, in Europe and in America. Dealers like these ordinarily receive 
artifacts through a network of local agents. Such middlemen serve both to insulate dealers 
from the potential physical danger entailed in unsavory acquisitions, and to create 
plausible deniability regarding illegal trafficking in antiquities.  
 
The artifacts here are marketed not to sophisticated collectors with some understanding of 
Buddhist iconography, but rather —with a shallow pitch towards purchasing décor pieces 
lending “peace and serenity” to lifestyle consumers looking to upgrade their interior 
design. It used to be that somebody wanting a Buddha head had to go, e.g., to River City 
in Bangkok, but now a few clicks on the computer will have it dispatched to him 
straightaway. The likely increasing demand bodes ill for the in-situ conservation of 
cultural properties.  
 
And what could be more pleasing to even the most naive new collector wanting to 
participate in an exotic experience than a Burmese Buddha, or more specifically, a Shan 
gilded Buddha image with a smiling face adorned with semi-precious stones or glass 
inlay work? 
 
To combat such traffic UNESCO passed the 1970 UNESCO Convention for Preventing 
the Illicit Traffic in Cultural Property.16 
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In Myanmar, in 1998, due to the increase of tourism, the Archaeology Department 
prepared the Protection of Cultural Heritage Regions Law which includes 
“stupa…monastery, carving, image and painting thereon.17” 
 
The greatest defect of  Myanmar’s Cultural Heritage Law, as well as analogous laws in 
the Lao PDR and Cambodia, is that the demand for such objects is neither addressed nor 
alleviated. Most exported artifacts pass through Thailand, yet Thailand is not a signatory 
to the UNESCO 1970 convention. While this is obviously beneficial to the countless Thai 
traffickers in illegal antiquities, one wonders why insufficient international pressure has 
been brought to bear to change this in nearly forty years. 
 
http://www.grad.niu.edu/burma/ 
http://www.cseas.niu.edu/centerfaculty/craymond/craymond.htm 
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